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A special book
about tasting

from a family with something
to celebrate

From left to right: Jan, Riet en Rien van den Wijngaard.
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This book has been published to celebrate the founding of
Wijngaard Kaas eighty years ago. It tells the story of the Van den
Wijngaard family, who have specialised in ripening cheese with
exceptional dedication for three generations. And not just cheese,
but the most delicious cheeses in the Netherlands, ripened under
the unique conditions of a historic warehouse.
It is also a unique book about tastings in which the Reypenaer and
Wyngaard cheeses are paired with different drinks, including beer
and wine, jenever (Dutch gin), whisky, rum, port, sherry and
Madeira, and as a finishing touch, a remarkable range of fresh
mustards. Writing the book was a remarkable search for the best
combinations of Reypenaer and Wyngaard with an extensive variety
of drinks which you can try at home. Your cheeseboard will be more
impressive than it’s ever been before.

Assessing cheese.

“A unique tasting book in which Reypenaer
and the other Wyngaard cheeses are combined
with various drinks and a range
of fresh mustards.”
8
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At Wijngaard Kaas, the noble art of ripening (also known as
maturing or curing) cheese is a family affair. Piet van den Wijngaard
began in 1936 by selling cheese. He delivered groceries on a cart
pulled by dogs to the farmers around Woerden in exchange for the
cheeses they made. These immature cheeses still had to be ripened
before they could be sold, however. In order to allow his growing
stock of cheese to mature well, he bought a small warehouse on the
nearby Oude Rijn river. He also went to the historic cheese market in
Woerden every Wednesday where he bought new cheeses from the
farmers by means of ʽhandjeklapʼ. This was the traditional method
of bargaining where seller and buyer struck each other in the hand
until a price was agreed with a handshake. To this day, there is still a
real cheese market every Wednesday in Woerden where farmers sell
their lots of cheese. Piet was not only an excellent cheese ripener,
but he was also a good businessman. Year by year, the business
grew and Wijngaard cheeses were praised by everyone for their
rich flavour.
Jan van den Wijngaard, Pietʼs son, took over the business in 1948
and dedicated himself from then on to ripening cheese, moving to
a larger warehouse built in 1906 to do so. The building lay on the
same Oude Rijn river on which the farmers took their cheeses to
market on flat-bottomed boats. Jan was a visionary. While most
of his colleagues were building modern warehouses, he recognised
what was special about the old warehouse. The extraordinary
micro-climate meant that cheeses acquired more flavour, depth
and complexity.
When the third generation made its entree in 1975 with daughter
Riet and son Jan (son Rien joined the company in 1995), the historic
warehouse also became important in the further development of
the company, particularly after it became apparent that the cheese
Piet van de Wijngaard in 1936 with the cart drawn by dogs with which he delivered groceries to the farmers in
the area around Woerden. The groceries were exchanged for the cheese which they made. This was the start of
his cheese selling business.
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cheese dairy he had sought out and developed Reypenaer. Reypenaer cheeses are
mainly made with the summer milk from cows that have been allowed to graze
on pastureland. The cheeses must be allowed to ripen for at least one year to earn
the Reypenaer name. The Reypenaer VSOP has to mature for at least two years
and the XO Reserve for at least two and a half. The family had unusual packaging
designed in a wedge shape for the special Reypenaer cheeses, the way cheese has
traditionally been cut. The triangular points can also be presented standing. It was
the very first time that cheese had been presented in this way and the company
was soon rewarded with a prize for packaging.
In order to inform the consumer better about the special characteristics of these
cheeses, the Reypenaer proeflokaal - a place where cheeses can be tasted - was
started in the heart of Amsterdam. Thousands of people from all over the world
now enjoy an informative tasting session with Reypenaer and Wyngaard cheeses
every year. The foundation for this book was also laid in the proeflokaal.
The cheeses are always combined with a large variety of wine and other drinks,
The Proeflokaal in Amsterdam where you can taste and enjoy the best combinations of flavour.

after all.
For Jan van den Wijngaard, sales promotor, the Reypenaer is an exclusive cheese.
The amount available is, of course, limited and long-term planning is required

that was matured there had more flavour than the same cheese matured in the

because of the time needed to reach maturity. The cheese is not sold to super-

modern warehouses. The differences were remarkable. The cheese from the period

markets but only to carefully selected partners like cheese shops, delicatessens

warehouse had a more intense flavour and aroma and a startling complexity. The

and restaurants. Another unusual characteristic of the packed Reypenaer cheeses

question was then how to keep producing that tremendous cheese in the future.

is that the ripening in natural circumstances means that they can be stored at

Working in the old warehouse demands a great deal of manual labour and working

room temperature. This is, of course, an advantage for export. It also allowed Jan

conditions are difficult, particularly in the summer when it is warm and humid.

van Wijngaard to introduce Reypenaer cheeses to delicatessens and airports. For

Rules and regulations also became increasingly strict. The conclusion was that

the best cheese experience, Rien and Jan developed the ʽGuillotinʼ with which very

the old cheese warehouse could only be maintained if the cheese was sold with a

fine slices of cheese can be cut for the best flavour and aroma. The thinner the

brand name and at a premium to cover the cost of the extra work and necessary

cheese is cut, the more air can get to it, which develops the flavour better.

sales support.

The ʽReypenaer Kaasblaadjes Raspʼ (cheese slice grater) was developed for the
same reason, so that ultra-fine slices of cheese could be grated for garnishing

Rienʼs years of experience enabled him to see the opportunities. Alongside the

dishes like carpaccio, soups, vegetables and potato dishes. The Guillotin and the

established Wyngaard cheeses, he created a strong brand with the cheeses which

triangular grater are inventive aids devised for the consumer so that he or she

had only been ripened in the old warehouse: the tastiest cheese in the Netherlands

can allow the character of the cheese to fully express itself at home.

aimed at an exclusive segment of the market. He joined forces with a small-scale
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Wijngaard Kaas is still a family business where cheese-making remains a true
craft. You can only make delicious cheese if you have craftsmen and women,
and the company has a lot of those. They are well looked after by Riet van den
Wijngaard who is responsible for personnel. You can say that Wijngaard Kaas is a
ʽreal familyʼ. Not only does the third generation of the Van den Wijngaard family
run the company, but they are also supported by numerous employees who have
worked for the company for a very long time, preserving the knowledge and
experience of making the best cheeses in the Netherlands for future generations.

“Expertise and
experience have
to be preserved”
14
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From grass
to cheese

The Milkmaid, Johannes Vermeer, ca. 1660. Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam.

Reypenaer and Wyngaard cheeses are mainly made from the milk from cows that graze
in pastureland. This is the best milk for cheese. Milk from cows in pasture contains more
Omega 3, more linoleic acid, more vitamins and more nutrients like protein and milk fat
than conventional milk. There is also a close relationship between the quality of the milk
and the natural environment. Our milk comes almost exclusively from cows that have
grazed on the tender grass of the polder fields in Noord-Holland and the Green Heart of
the Netherlands. These low-lying areas were drained in 1561 and produce the best grass
that a cow can dream of.

Meadow Landscape on the Spaarne, Gerrit Willem Dijsselhof, 1890 - 1919. Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam.
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Various farms supply the milk to a small-scale cheese dairy in Noord-Holland. The milk is
then turned into cheese in an authentic and traditional way. The milk is first gently heated
before rennet and a bacteriological culture are added. The milk curdles after half an hour into
a solid mass. This mass, the curd, is not pressed right away but placed in open stainless steel
drainage containers (ʽcheese hoopsʼ) where the whey slowly seeps away. This method
preserves the enzymes and bacteria in the milk which are of great importance for the
development of the cheeseʼs flavour later.
The cheese is then placed in round moulds and gently pressed until all the moisture is gone.
After that, the cheese is allowed to rest for a few hours before it is soaked in a saturated
salt solution for a couple of days, of which a small amount of the salt is absorbed. The salt
is important for the cheeseʼs formation and preservation and also provides extra flavour.
After the cheese has been salted, it is sent to the store rooms where it ripens for two weeks
before it is ready to go to the historic Reypenaer warehouse.

Still Life with Cheese, Floris Claesz. van Dijck, ca. 1615. Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam.
Milking Time, Jacob van Strij, circa 1800-1810. Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam.

The Dutch summer, alternating pleasant temperatures and rain,
and the fertile ground are the reason for this exceptionally succulent
grass. Grass is, of course, the natural food for a cow. Their unique
digestive system helps them consume a relatively large amount
of grass. The fresh and tender grass is gourmet food for cows and
means that they produce softer and better milk, which in turn
produces fattier cheeses which mature better. The milk for the
cheeses also comes from two specific regions which are known for
the exceptional quality of their grass. The fertile ground of NoordHolland, just behind the dunes, and the wind are why the grass is so
tender. The low polders of the Green Heart around Woerden, in the
middle of the Netherlands, are also known for the excellent quality of
their grass.
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A warehouse
of tradition
The place where Reypenaer cheeses are ripened is as unique as the cheeses
themselves: a historic warehouse from 1906 on the Oude Rijn river, close to
the centre of Woerden. Cheeses used to be transported by boat along the river
behind the warehouse. The cheeses were hoisted up into the warehouse and
after they had matured they were brought back down again to be taken by boat
to the market. The rails on the ground floor show how the cheeses were brought
to and from the door on a trolley. The warehouse still looks the same inside and
outside as it did when it was built. It was constructed out of brick and the rest
- planks, beams and floors - are made out of pine wood. There are hatches in
various places in the floor and in the front and rear of the building. It is still the
only warehouse in the Netherlands that is still used in the same way (without
air conditioning) as it was intended to ripen cheese. When the hatches of
the old warehouse are open and the sunlight falls through the windows, the
orange-yellow cheese wheels shine as if they are made of gold.

22

The Reypenaer master cheese-maker in front of the cheese warehouse.
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It has cost the Wijngaard family a great deal of effort to keep the three story
high warehouse. Contemporary hygiene rules take little account of an old, raw
brick warehouse with wooden floors and ceilings but the family still managed
to save it from demolition. It is permeated with the microflora which promotes
the ripening process of the cheese; in a way, the unique DNA of Reypenaer
cheeses.
The development of the flavour in the old warehouse canʼt be compared with
modern techniques. Here, the ripening of the cheese is not controlled by
computers but it is done in the traditional way by hand. Ventilation, humidity
and temperature are controlled by opening doors and hatches, even between the
floors. Rien, Jan and Riet van den Wijngaardʼs father didnʼt use go home to bed
if the weather was warm, he slept in the warehouse. He would open all the doors
and windows between 2 and 4 am when it was coolest, and he shut them again
when the sun came up, keeping the cool night air in the hermetically sealed
warehouse the whole day. The Reypenaer master cheese maker still does it the
same way now, although he doesnʼt sleep in the warehouse like grandfather Van
den Wijngaard did. There are now cooling units to deal with high temperatures.
Cheeses mature faster at high temperatures and slower at low temperatures.
If a cheese matures too quickly then it loses its solidity and the flavour go
wrong. If the cheese ripens too slowly then the flavour doesnʼt develop. A
perfect maturing process can be managed by opening and closing doors and
hatches in the old warehouse depending on the weather so nature plays a role
in the changes of temperature and humidity.

The lowest floor of the warehouse where the rails can still be seen.
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Turning cheese.

Ventilation hatches between the floors.

When the cheese is two weeks old, it is brought from the cheese dairy to the

The jonge (immature) cheese still has something like a ball shape and its rind

warehouse. The first weeks are crucial. The rind is still extremely porous and the

is light yellow. The colour evolves from yellow to orange then to brown, when

cheese absorbs the most aromas and flora from the warehouse and that is very

it is completely ripe and the cheese wheel has achieved its typical flat form.

important for the cheeseʼs further development. The cheese is carefully polished

Enzymes and micro-organisms in the rind break fats and proteins down to give

with a cloth at least once a week and turned in one, flowing movement. This is

the future cheese its aroma, colour and flavour. Moisture also evaporates during

done to make sure that the cheese maintains its shape, to make sure that the

the maturing process so that the cheeses actually lose weight, the ʽangelsʼ shareʼ.

salt is contains is equally distributed and to prevent the formation of mould.

A Reypenaer VSOP loses 25% of its weight in two years. A 13 kg cheese wheel

Washing and turning cheeses is still done by hand.

then weighs about 10 kg, but what it loses in weight, it gains in flavour, depth
and complexity.
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The master cheese maker checks the cheeses every
day with a hammer and a cheese iron. He takes a
cheese out of the rack to check if it is ripe enough,
balancing it between his tummy and the shelf and
knocking on the top of the wheel with the hammer.
If the cheese makes a hollow sound then it means
that a cavity has developed and that it isnʼt suitable
for further ripening. It is then removed from the
warehouse.
To check if the cheese is ripe enough, the master
cheese maker presses the cheese iron into the
rind and cuts a small circle with a short turning
movement. He turns the iron some more and
carefully removes a piece of cheese. He smells it
and puts a piece in his mouth to taste it slowly and
carefully. It must be smooth; the aroma, mature
and full; and the flavour must be sweet and fruity
with a nutty touch. The Reypenaer is then ready for
the devotees of the most delicious cheeses in the
Netherlands.

Hammer used to check for cavities in the cheese.

Assessing cheese
by boring it with a cheese iron.
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The master cheese-maker is always on the move.

30

View of the Oude Rijn river.
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Reypenaer

and Wyngaard
cheeses
Cheeses are two weeks old when they
are delivered to Wijngaard Kaas.
From then on they are under
the protection of the master
‘ripeners’ of the Netherlands.
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One cheese is not

the same as another

In contrast however, the Wyngaard cheeses
are subjected to affinage. They ripen in
varying climates based on natural changes
of temperature and humidity in the historic
warehouse. The warehouse in which the
Wyngaard cheeses ripen is connected to
the temperature controls and humidity
metering of the historic warehouse.
The natural changes of climate are followed
and applied in the ripening ʽcellsʼ so that a
traditional ripening process develops with

There are a confusing number of factors which distinguish one cheese

the same sort of changes in temperature

from another: the sort of milk (cowʼs, goat̓s or sheepʼs), morning milk,

and humidity as in the old warehouse.

evening milk or a combination, the addition of an acidifying agent

Accelerating and decelerating the ripening

(usually lacto-bacteria) or rennet or both, the temperature in the

ensures that cheeses acquire a complex

various stages of preparation, the separation of curds and whey, the

flavour.

duration and pressure of pressing; the duration and concentration of
the salt solution it has been immersed in and the size and shape of

Reypenaer cheeses also undergo a historical

the cheese. These factors in combination with each other can produce

ripening process in the more than 110 year-

millions of different sorts of cheese but the most important factor is

old warehouse in Woerden. An exceptional

the ripening (maturation), because this determines the final character

micro-climate has been built up over all that

and flavour. And this is, of course, the Van den Wijngaard familyʼs

time with ventilation from special hatches

speciality. For three generations, theyʼve been ripening their cheeses

rather than air conditioning. That special

until they reach just the right flavour and texture.

micro-climate and the changes in the weather
can have an effect on the development of

There are different types of Gouda cheese in the Netherlands.

flavour and aroma during the slow ripening

There are also cheeses which are not ripened like some plastic foil

process. Itʼs what gives these cheeses their

cheeses. These are sealed in plastic and are doomed to remain jonge

deep, full-bodied and complex flavours in

- ʽimmatureʼ or very mild - cheese because they canʼt ripen. Naturally

which a great many special notes of flavour

ripened cheese matures on shelves in a constant climate and acquires

can be discovered.

a natural rind. Weight-loss is limited at a low temperature but there
is little flavour development. If the cheese is ripened at a higher
temperature, a better flavour develops.
From top to bottom: Chèvre Affiné,
Chèvre Gris, Wyngaard Affiné, Reypenaer,
Reypenaer VSOP and Reypenaer XO.
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Wyngaard
Chèvre Affiné

Ripening: 16 weeks
Flavour: full and creamy with a slight goat flavour
Aromas: slightly sweet with notes of walnut and cream

This creamy goatʼs cheese is, like its step-sister, the Chèvre Gris,
made by small scale cheese-makers in Staphorst and Rouveen in the
province of Overijssel. The old artisanal traditions of making cheese
are still followed very closely in these parishes. The coagulated milk
is placed in open ʽcheese hoopsʼ the same as with the production
with cowʼs milk so that the whey can seep away slowly.
This preserves the enzymes and bacteria present which will later
ensure the development of the cheeseʼs flavour. The goats graze
on peaty soil which also gives the milk a special flavour. For these
reasons, the Chèvre Affiné is not only a special but a peculiar goatʼs
cheese. While the average goat’s cheese is only ripened for four
weeks, the Chèvre Affiné takes four months. It is delicate and
white, has a soft and supple texture and, above all, it has a
beautiful round and soft flavour. It is also rich in vitamins and
many unsaturated fats. It is a cheese for any time of the day.
The Wyngaard Chèvre Affiné won a first prize in 2016 in
Wisconsin (US) in the semi-hard, goatʼs cheese class.
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Wyngaard
Chèvre Gris

Ripening: 10 months
Flavour: deep and complex flavour, slightly
creamy with fine crystallisation and a touch acidic
Aromas: walnut, wood and herbs

This is also a wonderful goatʼs cheese. Just like the Affiné, the cheese is
made in a small cheese dairy in the province of Overijssel. The goats feed
on the tender grass that grows on the peaty soils which gives their milk
a special sublime flavour. The cheese is produced in a very traditional
artisanal way, just like the Chèvre Affiné.
The Chèvre Gris is then ripened for ten months in special cellars where the
old Gouda (cow᾽s milk) cheeses are also stored. The goat᾽s cheeses are
therefore subject to the same micro-climate so that they develop a creamy
colour and a slightly more outspoken, complex flavour.
This is an outstanding gourmet cheese as a consequence, but it is also
an ideal cheese to use in dishes: grated on pasta and in sauces or in fine
flakes on a carpaccio, for example.
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Wyngaard
Affiné

Ripening: 6 months
Flavour: soft, buttery, creamy and light wood
Aromas: cream, butter and wood

This is the best mature breakfast cheese you can
imagine. The long, careful, traditional ripening
process, the same as in the historic warehouse,
lends this soft and creamy cheese a sweet, fullbodied flavour, perfect for beginning the day in
style but also as a gourmet cheese with a drink.
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The cheese is a real prize winner.
It was chosen three times in a row as
Supreme Champion of the International
Cheese Show in Nantwich 2005,
2007 and 2009.

The Reypenaer is a Gouda like they used to be made, matured for months
in the traditional way. A lot of Gouda today comes from industrial
producers. The cheeses ripen in a constant and humid environment with
a minimum loss of weight and are they are sold while they still very jong
and very mild. This is not the case with Reypenaer, however. Thanks to the
historical ripening process in the old warehouse, this one year-old gourmet
cheese already possesses all the complex factors of aroma and flavour
which characterise a superior cheese. It might be the most immature of
the Reypenaer cheeses, but what power! The intense flavour, in which all

Reypenaer

the rich elements are present, remain on the tongue for a long time.

Ripening: 1 year
Flavour: intense, persistent flavour and
aroma with a soft, smooth texture
Aromas: slightly creamy, salty, nutty and
pleasantly fruity
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Reypenaer
VSOP

This exceptional cheese melts on the tongue and has an overwhelming
aroma and flavour. The fine mineral crystals in the cheese are the result of
the crystallisation of proteins and minerals during the two year ripening
process. In the summer the temperature increases, caramelising the sugars
in the cheese giving it its ochre yellow colour.
The VSOP is not only suitable as a dessert but at any other time as a snack
with friends. It is a real ʽevening cheeseʼ with a high enjoyment factor.

Ripening: 2 years
Flavour: developed, powerful and full-bodied flavour
and aroma with fine mineral crystals
Aromas: chocolate, hazelnut, caramel and wood
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This XO is the apex of cheese ripening for real epicureans. It is only
made in limited amounts, exclusively from the milk of cows grazing
pasture from May to September. The cows look for the most tender
and succulent grass then which results in them producing the best milk.
Only the best is good enough for such an exceptional cheese as this
XO Reserve. During the historical ripening process, it loses more than
25% of its weight. Its colour gradually changes from orange to brown
and fine mature mineral crystals develop. The long period of ripening
means that the cheese has an extremely concentrated and pure flavour.

Reypenaer
XO Reserve

Ripening: 2.5 to 3 years
Flavour: exceptionally complex, deep flavour and aroma
with mature mineral crystals
Aromas: caramel, cognac, walnut, butter and grass
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Getting the best
from cheese

48

Tasting
and storing
cheese
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Special cheeses like Reypenaer and Wyngaard deserve
to be treated with care, to be presented attractively and
to be enjoyed without distraction.

“Cheese is at its best
when it is served at
room temperature”

Storage
Packed cheeses can best be stored in a dry place where it won᾽t
get too warm (preferably no more than 20˚C). They thrive in
these conditions because they are similar to those in which they
have been naturally ripened. A cellar that isn᾽t damp would be
ideal. They can be stored in a refrigerator (preferably in the
bottom part) but then it᾽s important to take the cheese out and
remove the packaging an hour before use so that it can breathe
and come up to room temperature.

Packaging
Cheese paper is ideal for storage once the packaging has been
opened. Cheese paper is just a thin layer of paper with another
thin layer of plastic on the inside. There are also Reypenaer packs
with a special storage bag in which the cheese can be kept once
the inner plastic packaging has been opened.

Temperature
Cheese should be served at room temperature to do justice to all
the flavours and aromas. If you keep the cheese in the refrigerator,
take it out and open the packaging an hour before use.
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Where do you taste what?
There are different zones on the tongue where
the different flavours can be tasted best.

Tasting
Take a piece of cheese and shape it into a ball in
your mouth. Take a sip from the accompanying
drink and slowly swish the cheese and the drink
around in your mouth. You can now taste the
rich pallet of flavour combinations.

BITTER
SOUR
Le Guillotin.

SOUR

Cutting
Cut the cheese into wafer-thin slices with the
Guillotin. The thinner the cheese, the better the
mouthfeel. It also ensures that the taste buds can
register all the nuances of flavour.

SALT

SALT

SWEET

Schematic representation of where the taste buds for different flavours can be found on the tongue.
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Cheese
and drink
have a lot
in common
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“Combination is
much more than
the sum of its parts”

The weather also has a large role in the

whisky, cognac and rum lose some of their

ripening of the grapes or the growth of

volume to evaporation, the ʽangelsʼ shareʼ.

cereals or sugar cane just like the ripening of

Cheese also loses some of its weight to the

Reypenaer and Wyngaard cheeses. Warm

ripening process and that can even reach

weather means more flavour, cold weather,

25%. The differences between a one year-

less. The warmth in the daytime ripens grapes

old Reypenaer and a Reypenaer VSOP are

and cold nights provide cooling creating a

unbelievable, never mind the difference with

balance. This is also applies to the warm

a Reypenaer XO, just like the differences

summers and cold winters and their effect

between a two or a six year-old whisky.

on the development of Reypenaer cheeses.
These natural variations are essential for

In the many tastings we did for this book, we

producing the depth and complexity of the

discovered that older cheeses go with older

flavours and aromas.

drinks better because a longer ripening process
produces more flavour. Better combinations

The flavour develops further during the

and aspects of flavour are achieved this way.

ripening. With cheese, 80% of the flavour

By combining all these drinks with cheese we

is developed during the ripening process.

even discovered new aspects of flavour; fruit,

Why is it that cheese and drink go so well together? And why are they

New elements arise out of the natural process,

nut, herbal, caramel, honey and even mineral

more than the sum of their parts? Because they have a lot in common.

but also out of the surroundings in which the

flavours in cheese were reinforced. The very

Drinks like beer, wine, sherry and port, and jenever (Dutch gin), whisky,

ripening takes place. The cask in which

fine sorts of mustard from Maille also produced

cognac and rum are made from natural ingredients just like cheese.

spirits are matured, the composition of the

exciting interchanges of flavour.

Whether itʼs milk, grapes, cereals, cane sugar, fruit or other aromatics,

cask wood, the degree to which the wood has

And in all these combinations there even arose

they are all converted into another form during the production process.

been charred and the drink that matured in

some perfect marriages. You will discover them

The ground and the climate also play a great role for all these ingredients,

the cask beforehand, all have an important

all in this book.

for example, the soil the grass grows on from which we get milk and

role to play. The distinct iodine aroma from

the specific terroir for the wine.

the sea in whisky from the islands of Skye
and Islay can easily be compared to the

56

During the cheese-making process, bacteria and enzymes in the milk

flavour the Reypenaer cheeses acquire from

convert it into cheese with a new flavour, aroma, colour and texture,

the micro-climate in the old warehouse.

just as in drink, a natural process converts starch into sugars and alcohol.

During the long maturation process, spirits like

57

Combinations
of flavour
‟See, smell,
taste & associateˮ
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Beer

“Have the courage
to experiment”

The panel of tasters noted aromas of
raisin, dried cherry and apricot, toasted
malt and caramel when tasting the
combination of Reypenaer with
La Trappe Dubbel. The flavour also
included plum.
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About

beer

Spontaneous fermentation: fermentation from wild yeasts in
the open air. Conditioning takes place in oak casks. Principally
lambic and gueuze beers.
Mixed fermentation: beers from spontaneous fermentation
are mixed with beers from warm and cool fermentation like
Flemish red, red-brown or oud bruin, or mixed beers of various
ages like gueuze.

Origin

Glass

Historical origin: Mesopotamia.

Almost every brewery in the Netherlands and Belgium has its

Production

own glass so that the typical characteristics of the beer can
be enjoyed to the full. Generally, long straight glasses are best

Beer is made by fermenting water, malt, cereals like wheat, rice,

for pils and other beers produced by cool fermentation and

corn, spelt and buckwheat and other aromatics like herbs, fruit and

more globular glasses are better for beers produced by warm

vegetables. A mash of these ingredients is heated to convert the

fermentation. Small tulip-shape wine glasses are ideal for

starch into sugar and then it is filtered and boiled. Hops are added

tastings of every sort of beer.

while it is boiling and then yeast once it has cooled down. The beer
ferments and it is lagered and or conditioned before bottling.

Sorts
The method of fermentation determines the sort of beer.

Beer and cheese
Beer and cheese were already a popular combination in the
Middle Ages thanks to the monks who made them. Rich and
complex beers in particular with a higher alcohol content are
good counterparts to balance the full-bodied flavour of

Cool fermentation: fermentation at a low temperature between

carefully matured cheeses. The acid and bitter flavours and

5 and 10°C. Principally pils, Lager, bock and Dutch oud bruin

the carbon dioxide in the beer are also refreshing. If the beer

(ʽold brownʼ).

has sweet notes then it forms a good balance with the salt in

Warm fermentation: fermentation at a temperature between

the cheese. When choosing the right beer you can go in two

15 to 25°C. Trappist, dubbel, tripel, abdijbieren (ʽabbey beersʼ),

directions: you can either opt for accompanying flavours or

white, blonde, dark, heavy dark and fruit beers, Scotch ale, saisons,

you can choose contrasting flavours, but whatever the choice,

Indian pale ale, porter and stout.

have the courage to experiment. Thereʼs a beer for every
cheese.
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Tasted

Best
combination

Reypenaer 1 year with La Trappe Dubbel
Dark Dutch Trappist beer with raisin, dried cherry and apricot
roasted malt and caramel aromas. Plum, raisin, cherry and banana
in the flavour. The aftertaste lingers and contains dried fruit and
sweet caramel. The notes of sweet fruit with dried apricot in the

Reypenaer VSOP with
Tempelbier

Reypenaer XO with De Molen Hel
& Verdoemenis

The house beer for BeerTemple,

Russian imperial stout with a dark brown to

Jopen Proeflokaal, Proeflokaal

black colour in which the aromas of dark

Arendsnest and Craft&Draft, all

chocolate, roasted malt and wood but also

four in Amsterdam. Hints of

citrus and bitter hop quickly surface. The

Reypenaer 1 year with Boont Amber

pineapple, malt, toast, yeast in

flavour is dominated by coffee, bitter

Ale from the Anderson Valley Brewing

the nose and grapefruit, grass,

chocolate, roasted malt and burnt nuts,

Company in California, comparable with

Chèvre Affiné with Maredsous Tripel

herbs and a fine bitterness on

flavours which can also be found in the

Belgian ales like De Konink and Palm. Slightly

This tripel is characterised principally by

the tongue which complements

cheese. More than a match made in heaven!

sweet in the nose with some caramel at the

a maltiness and a slightly sweet flavour

the cheese well. The creaminess

outset and notes of nuts, gentle hop, some

containing bread, malt, herbs, plums and

and sweetness of the cheese

bread and malt. Caramel and sweet malt

raisins and medium carbonation. The malty

make themselves known on the tongue first,

flavour goes particularly well with the slight

followed by a hint of sweet apple and raisin

sweetness of the cheese. The slightly acid

foreground and a touch of caramel go very well with the cheese’s
fruity and nutty flavours. This is an excellent combination!

the first sip when the herbs and

Wyngaard Affiné with Anchor
Steam Beer

bitterness of the beer take centre

An amber-coloured ale from the Anchor

and a really nice bitterness at the end.

aftertaste of both the beer and the cheese go

stage but the lusciousness of

Brewing Company in San Francisco,

In combination, both the nut and malty

well together. It isn᾽t a bold combination but

the cheese comes straight back

characterised by a nose of roasted malt

elements of the beer as well as the sweet

rather a subtle amalgamation of flavours.

at the end and caramel and

with some floral and sweet fruit aromas.

fruit tones of the cheese are amplified.

chocolate make themselves

A slightly sweet, mildly smoked malt

At the end, the fine bitterness of the beer

known. A very complex but

flavour on the tongue and a crisp after-

refreshes the sweet flavour of the cheese.

interesting combination. The

taste with a fine, hop bitterness. The beer

dominant flavour notes are

combines well with the cheese and adds

grass and herbs.

an extra freshness and spiciness. The

Reypenaer XO with Hertog Jan Grand Prestige

natural flavours of the cheese are well

Both cheese and beer have complex flavours. The beer smells of caramel,

represented in the aftertaste.

roasted malt, dried fruit like plums, figs and currants, and chocolate. Slightly

disappears for a moment with

sweet on the tongue with caramel, plum, fig, banana and malt; flavours
which can also be found in the cheese to some degree. The combination is
remarkable: the beer maintains the sweet flavour of the cheese but adds
freshness. Roasted malt and caramel are the shared elements.
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Sparkling

“The combination
for New Year’s Eve”

wines
The tulip-shaped glass contains Piper
Heidsick Brut champagne, which,
combined with the Wyngaard Chèvre
Gris, lends blackberry, candied ginger,
toffee, fresh toast and green apple
aromas and flavours.
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About

sparkling
wine

Sorts
Whether a champagne or sparkling wine is sweet or not depends on the
ʽdoseʼ: a little bit of liqueur dʼexpédition is added to every sparkling wine.
This can consist of cane sugar, older sparkling wine or honey and citric acid.
The dose is given in grams of sugar per litre, and it can be a lot.
Brut nature / pas dosé / dosage zéro: between 0 and 3 g per litre.
Extra-Brut: 0 to 6 g per litre.
Brut: less than 12 g per litre.
Extra Sec: between 12 and 17 g per litre.

Origin
Champagne: France.

Sec: between 17 and 32 g per litre.
Demi-sec: between 32 and 50 g per litre.
Doux: more than 50 g per litre.

Crémant / Blanquette / Clairette / Saumur: France.
Cava: Spain.

Champagne Blanc de Blancs: 100% Chardonnay.

Prosecco / Spumante: Italy.

Champagne Blanc de Noirs: made from the blue Pinot Noir and

Espumante: Portugal.

Pinot Meunier only.

Sekt: Germany.

Champagne rosé: made from blue grapes or by adding still

Vonkelwijn: South Africa.

red champagne to white wine.

Production
The production method for sparkling wine is usually the same,

Champagne Millésimé: made from grapes from a certain,
usually special, wine year.

itʼs usually only the sort of grape and where the wine is made that

Glass

differs. Sparkling wine can be made in three ways: by injecting

Long, narrow tulip-shaped glass.

still wine with carbon dioxide, by allowing wine to ferment in a
hermetically sealed tank so that the carbon dioxide is absorbed,

Mousserende wijn en kaas

the so-called cuve close or charmant, or by allowing the wine to

Sparkling wines and cheese can produce some surprising combinations. The

ferment for a second time in the bottle, the méthode traditionelle.

bubbles in the wine refresh the pallet and boost the flavour of the cheese.

The first method produces cheap, simple wine with a crude ʽfizzʼ

A sparkling wine with a low dose of liqueur dʼexpédition is preferable: Brut

and the second method produces better wines but has less

nature, Extra-Brut and Brut, to be combined with white blue-veined cheeses,

finesse than the méthode traditionelle. With the last method,

mature goatʼs cheeses and mature half-hard cheeses like the Gouda Affiné

various wines are blended and the second fermentation in the

and Reypenaer. Stronger sparkling wines, like Blanc de Blanc or Blanc de Noir,

bottle ensures a very fine evanescence which produces a stream

match very mature cheese like Reypenaer VSOP and XO better. The aromatic

of bubbles for a long time.

sweetness of a sec or demi-sec can only be partnered by blue cheeses. Rosé
champagne is a good accompaniment for washed rind cheese (made with
red bacteria).
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Tasted

Chèvre Affiné with champagne Thiénot brut
A combination of 45% Chardonnay, 35% Pinot noir and 20%
Pinot meunier. A champagne with a great deal of finesse and
elegance which smells of apple, quince and a little brioche. Full
in the mouth with flavours of apple, pineapple, lemon meringue

Best
combination

and a little honey. The voluptuous character of the champagne

Chèvre Gris with champagne Piper Heidsick Cuvée Brut
Piper Heidsick Cuvée Brut is a powerful and full champagne in which

combines well with the cheese, the citrus notes refresh and round
off the salt. The sweet fruit notes and, in particular, the hint of
brioche go well with the slightly sweet character of the cheese.

toasted brioche, blackberries, candied ginger and white fruit set the
tone. Very harmonious on the tongue with hints of toast and ripe
white fruit and a fresh sourness in the long finish. The minerals in the
champagne refresh the cheese while the elements of toast and the

Chèvre Affiné with Chateau Rives-Blanques 2012 Blanquette de Limoux

ripe fruit accentuate the caramel notes.

Limoux is one of the highest lying appellations in the Languedoc. The sparkling wine is
made in accordance with the méthode traditionelle and it is thoroughly rounder and riper
than champagne. This one was made from Chardonnay and Mauzac grapes harvested
in 2012. The nose contains peach, pear, white blossom and minerals. Nicely dry on the

Chèvre Gris with Codorniu Ecologica brut

tongue with hints of toast and pomes and a long finish. The wine accentuates the salt

Codorniu is the oldest and second largest cava

Chèvre Affiné
with Mionetto Prosecco

producer, making an extremely diverse spectrum

Mionetto is an 130 year-old

of sparkling wines. This organic cava smells of

wine house from Valdobbiadene,

Granny Smith apples, lemon verbena and almonds.

in the heart of the Prosecco

Fresh and creamy on the tongue with notes of

region. The nose contains

Reypenaer with Ana de Codorniou Blanc de Noirs

citrus, green apple, yellow plums and toast which

apple, pear and melon flavours,

An excellent cava with hints of strawberries and raspberries

emphasize the fruity and buttery character of the

it is relatively dry on the tongue

and an extremely expressive flavour in which cassis, blackcurrants

cheese.

with balanced acids and hints of

and minerals ensure a balance of flavour. The pleasantly long

pear and toast and a good, pure

finish is the cherry on the cake. It stands its own against the

finish. The prosecco picks up

cheese, draws out the fruit flavours and releases the vanilla notes.

and mineral flavours of the cheese and the cheese gives the fruity character a boost.

all the flavour elements of the
mature goatʼs cheese well and
emphasizes the caramel notes.
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Sake

“ Creamy sake is
at its best here”

The best sake and cheese combination,
according to the panel. Aromas which
include anise and ginger mean that
Ginjo Fushimizu Kizakura sake and the
Wyngaard Chèvre Gris are an exciting
combination.
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About

sake

Origin
Japan.

Production

The first category:
Honjozo: at least 30% of the rice has been polished away.
Tokubetsu Honjozo: a better quality of Honjozo.
Ginjo: at least 40% of the rice has been polished away.
Daiginjo: at least 50% of the rice has been polished away.

The second category:
Junmai: up to 30% of the rice grain has been polished away.
Tokubetsu junmai: at least 30% of the rice grain has been polished away.
Junmai Ginjo: at least 40% of the rice grain has been polished away.
Junmai Daiginjo: at least 50% of the rice grain has been polished away.

Sake is brewed from steamed and fermented rice and is conditioned

Glass

for six months to two years. Water is then added to reduce the alcohol

White wine glass. Serve cold or at room temperature.

percentage.

Sorts

Sake and cheese
Sake goes surprisingly well with cheese. The flavour of quality sake

There is bulk sake to which a lot of extra alcohol as well as glucose and

ranges from dry to fruity and nutty to very floral, and from salt to sour

water has been added, and there is quality sake. Quality sake makes

to sweet and creamy. Dry sake generally goes well with sharp and dry

up around 25% of the market and is divided into two categories: sake

cheeses, fruity sake with a fine acidity goes well with goatʼs cheese,

to which a small amount of alcohol has been added and where at least

mature and blue cheeses and a creamier sake goes well with creamy

30% of the rice grain has been polished away and sake to which no

cheeses. Fruity sakes are best for mature Wyngaard and Reypenaer

alcohol has been added and where all the alcohol comes from the

cheeses. They pick up the fruit and caramel tones of the cheeses and

fermentation of the rice. Both categories are further categorized

provide a fine salty accent.

depending on how polished the rice grain is. The purer the starchy
core, the better the quality.
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Tasted

Chèvre Affiné with Sakura Red Sweet Sakuramasamune 11°
This is a soft and lovely sake from the Sakura Masamune brewery in Kobe. It
has a somewhat dry, sweet, dried fruit flavour of wild strawberry, raspberry,
red berries and rose hip. It starts sweet in combination with the cheese and
then the cheese᾽s floral notes, in which the rose hips play a central role, come
to the fore.

Best
combination

Chèvre Gris with Ginjo Fushimizu Kizakura
This is a complex, creamy sake from the Kizakura brewery in the

Reypenaer VSOP with Honshu Ichi Muroka Honjozo Umeda

vicinity of Kyoto. The nose contains notes of anise, cocoa, liquorice

A basic sake from the Umeda brewery from the Hiroshima region. Robust,

and some caramel, tropical fruit, ginger and steamed rice. The deep

massive sake with an anise, fennel, cocoa and yeast nose. It accentuates

undertone of cocoa is particularly striking. It proves to be an ideal

the chocolate notes of the cheese and delivers a delightful hint of anise at

accompaniment for the cheese, supporting and emphasizing the

the end.

flavours and ‘cleansing᾽ the tongue at the end. The cheese in turn
gives the sake a juicy flavour.

Reypenaer XO Reserve with Daishichi Masakura

Reypenaer with Echigo Uonumakurabu
Junmaishu Takanoi
This extremely elegant sake is produced by the

Junmai Ginjo sake from the Daishichi brewery in Fukushima.

Takanoi brewery in the famous sake region, Niigata,

The nose contains pears, pineapple, flowers and balsa wood.

in the north of Japan. You can also taste a little cocoa,

Soft and round with hints of marshmallow, nougat and

but above all, the freshness emphasizes the cheese

minerals. The sake connects with the cheese᾽s salt and

with a little spiciness in the background. The striking

provides a nutty flavour of, in particular, beech nuts.

thing is that the original flavours of the cheese are
undiminished. This is also an excellent combination.
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“Complex aromas of
cherries and spices”

Red wine
Red wines with a sweet character like
this ripasso are partnered extremely
well by mature Gouda cheeses. The
combination with Reypenaer lends
complex aromas of cherry and spices,
silky on the tongue with intense
flavours of plums and blackberries.
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White
wine

“ A handsome combination,
complementary”

White wine is generally a better match
with cheese than red wine. The panel
on this Pinot Gris said: ‘Fruit nose with
notes of honey, mirabelle and stewed
plums with a slightly smoky accent
followed after swilling by, among
other things, quince᾽. The wine
accentuates the minerals and the
butteriness of the Wyngaard Affiné.
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About

wine

Origin

Glass

Historical origin: probably Armenia and Georgia.

Use a rounder glass for red wine and always use a more slender glass for

Production

white wine.

Wine is made from grapes which are pressed. The juice is

Wine and cheese

fermented, filtered or unfiltered, and aged in barrels or vats of

White wine is generally a better match with cheese than red wine. A dry,

concrete, stainless steel or oak. The better wines continue to age

fruity, white wine goes well with the salt in the cheese which in turn adds

in the bottle.

a pleasant acidity to the refreshing fruit. This doesnʼt mean that red wine

Sorts

should be written off in combination with cheese.

Red wine: is made from blue grapes. The colour is determined by

The harder and dryer the cheese, the better it can be combined with red

the sort of grape but it can change on ageing.

wine, in which case, a juicy red wine where the emphasis is more on the

White wine: is made from white grapes but it can also be made

fruit and less on strength and tannin. Red wines with a sweet character

from blue grapes because the unfermented juice of wine grapes

like Amarone or Ripasso partner very well with mature Gouda cheeses

is as good as colourless.

but sweet wines also do very well with blue cheeses. They are a perfect

Rosé: is made from blue grapes. The wine does not become

match, however with a very mature Gouda like the Reypenaer VSOP and

completely red because the skins of the blue grapes are not left

the XO.

to soak in the juice as long.
Sweet wine: is made in various ways, by allowing grapes longer
to ripen so that they actually become over-ripe, by allowing them
to hang on the vine so that they freeze or to allow them to dry
before being pressed. The best known way is to allow a mould
(botrytis) to dry the grape out so that the juice concentrates and
becomes very sweet.
Fortified wine: if wine alcohol is added during fermentation,
fermentation stops, and unfermented sugar remains in the wine.
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Tasted

Reypenaer XO Reserve with Carobbio Vin Santo 2009
This is a modern vin santo; not plump but refined, with delicious
plummy aromas but also sweets, cherry, redcurrants and very nice
woody notes. This is also the most surprising combination with the
cheese because the wine combines so well with the fruity notes.
There is also a little caramel sweetness at the end.

Best
combination

Chèvre Gris with Claux, Côtes du Rhône Blanc 2015

Wyngaard Affiné with Schlumberger Pinot Gris 2014

Peach, apple, pear and citrus tones and some roasted almonds.

Fruit nose with notes of honey and mirabelle and stewed plums with a light

driven by lots of fruit on the tongue with excellent minerals. The

smoky accent followed by orange blossom and quince. Nicely round on the

wine emphasizes the acids and bitterness of the cheese initially and

tongue, dominated by the same fruit as in the nose and with a delicate

reinforces the saltiness but it ends well in a finale in which the fruity

bitterness in the finish. Beautiful length. The aromatic profile goes extremely

character of both cheese and wine come together perfectly and

well with the cheese, the aromas and flavours are complementary. The wines

where pear is the common flavour.

accentuate the minerals and the butteriness of the cheese and lends a very
subtle sweetness.

Chèvre Affiné with Chablis Louis Moureau 2015
Floral nose with notes of apple and pear, fine acids and minerals on

Reypenaer with Speri Valpollicella
Ripasso Classico Superiore 2013

the tongue, beautiful balance and, above all, a great deal of finesse.

Very elegant ripasso with complex aromas

An excellent balance in combination with the cheese. The wine

of cherries and spices, silky on the tongue

reinforces not only the acids and minerals in the cheese but creates

with intense flavours of plum, blackberries

striking tones of chocolate and caramel.

and spices and an excellent acidity. A very
good combination with cheese: the two
reinforce each other and the cream of the
cheese remains fully intact. Vanilla is the
common element.
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Sherry

“ Perfect accompaniment ”

Reypenaer XO with Pedro Ximénez.
Very aromatic and rich, old sherry
with aromas which include dried figs.
Creamy and spicy flavour with hints
of raisins.
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Sorts
Fino: the driest, lightest and most delicate sherry. It acquires its fine mineral
flavour from the flor, the yeast layer which forms on the wine and which
prevents oxygen getting to it.

About

sherry

Origin

Manzanilla: a light variety of Fino sherry made around the port of Sanlùcar
de Barrameda. it tastes salty and slightly bitter.
Amontillado: a sherry variety which is first aged under flor before being
exposed to oxygen. It is darker than Fino and lighter than Oloroso with a
dry, fine flavour which leans towards almonds.
Oloroso: the most alcoholic sherry at 18 to 20%. Is aged longer than a Fino
or an Amontillado. The colour is darker and it tastes soft and aromatic.
Palo Cortado: is a blend of the best wines and ages for three to four years.
Delicate and intense with a complex flavour.

The triangle of the cities Jerez-de la Frontera, El Puerto de

Pedro Ximénez: the sweet grape which gives it its name produces a dark

Santa Maria and Sanlùcar de Barrameda, the south of Spain.

sherry with a full, powerful and sweet flavour.

Production

Cream Sherry: dark and sweet. A blend of various sherries, mainly Oloroso
and Pedro Ximénez. The flavour leans in the direction of nuts and dried fruit.

Sherry is made from white wine, primarily the Palomino

Pale Cream: blend of Fino and specially produced sweet wine with an aroma

grape but also the sweet Pedro Ximénez and Moscatel.

of nuts and honey and a gently sweet flavour.

After fermentation, the wines are fortified with wine alcohol,

VOS (Very Old Sherry): aged for at least 20 years in the solera system.

stored in oak vats and conditioned in accordance with the

VORS (Very Old Rare Sherry): aged for at least 30 years in the solera system.

solera system. The vats are stacked on top of each other. The
newest wine is in the top vats, the oldest, in the lowest vats.

Glass

When is tapped from the lowest vats to be bottled, they are

Long, narrow and chalice-shaped, with a long stem.

refilled with wine from the row above them. This row is in
turn refilled by the row above it, and so on. The result is a

Sherry and cheese

mixture with a constant quality. The more mixing stages and

The nutty flavours in sherry form a perfect accompaniment for cheese, both

the longer the wine ages, the more complex it becomes. A

fresh and mild cheeses, matured as blue cheeses. Fino and Manzanilla, for

classic solera consists of five rows of vats stacked on top of

example, go well with mild and mature goatʼs cheeses like the Chèvre gris,

each other, but there are also soleras 14 rows high.

and Amontillado, Oloroso and sweet sherry go well with Gouda Affiné and
Reypenaer.
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Tasted
Reypenaer VSOP with Santa Maria Cream sherry

Chèvre Gris with Coquinero Fino Osborne
Very complex Fino which is actually an Amontillado: it is aged for 4.5 years on
the yeast before it is fortified and aged for another two years. A touch bitter,
minerals, salty notes and a lot of hazelnut on the tongue. This is a daring
combination because the flavours are so diverse. The salt emphasizes the

Complex aromas and flavours of dates, plum, raisins, orange, black

acids in the cheese and that is not so pleasant, while the nuts emphasize the

pepper, cloves and some toast with a long finish. There is

nutty character of the cheese. The sherry is more of an accompaniment than

some salt in the flavour which refreshes the cheese but what

a combination. One for adventurous foodies.

complements it are the sweet notes of the sherry in which
milk chocolate and caramel emphatically take centre stage.

Reypenaer with Bailen Oloroso
This sherry combines well with the
cheese. It emphasizes the sweet
and creamy character of the cheese.

Best
combination

Reypenaer XO Reserve with Pedro Ximénez

The salty and slightly bitter note of
the sherry lends the cheese some
freshness. The taste of hazelnut is
the common factor.

Very aromatic and richly sweet six year-old sherry
with a nose containing raisins, honey, plum confiture,
roasted coffee, almonds, hay, dried figs and dates.

90

Creamy and spicy on the tongue with hints of raisins,

Wyngaard Affiné with Bailen Oloroso

apples and caramel. The combination with cheese is

A very aromatic and complex dry Oloroso sherry with

a ʽmatch made in heavenʼ. It starts off with raisins,

aromas of vanilla, hazelnut and oak and hints of walnut,

dried fig and dates in the lead and ends with the

coffee and vanilla on the tongue. A remarkable note of milk

sweetness and salt of the cheese very much in the

chocolate surfaces in the foreground in combination with

foreground again.

the Gouda with a fine bitterness at the end.
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Port

“ A classic
combination”

Reypenaer VSOP with Offley Reserva Forrester.
Ripe fruit rise from the glass. Very balanced
on the tongue with a few raisins to start with.
Good tannins and a long harmonious finish
which takes the cheese to a higher level.
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About

port

Origin
Portugal.

Production

Single Quinta Vintage Port: vintage ruby port from one single vineyard.
Tawny: basic port which has aged for at least three and a half to seven
years. Blend of diverse harvests from diverse vineyards.
Aged Tawny: is considered the ʽqueenʼ of the ports. Blend of tawny ports
which have been aged for years in small oak vats. A port to lay down.
Colheita: a port to lay down from one harvest, aged for at least seven years.
Garrafeira: uncommon tawny from one harvest. Aged for at least seven
years in the vat and eight years in large carboys. A port to lay down.

Port is a fortified wine made from local blue and white grapes from a defined

Reserva Tawny: a tawny of quality which has aged for at least seven years

wine area in the Douro valley. The grapes are pressed and fermented.

in the vat. It is permitted to be labelled with ʽEspecialʼ, ʽSpecialʼ or ʽFinestʼ.

Pressing the grapes is traditionally done by standing on them in a tub, but

A port to lay down.

nowadays it is usually done with modern methods. When about half of the

White port: is only made from white grapes. It is aged for about three

sugar in the grapes has been turned to alcohol, fermentation is stopped by

years. Comes in four categories, depending on its sweetness: Extra Seco,

adding wine alcohol, ensuring that some of the natural sweetness is kept.

Seco, Doce and Làgrima.

The young ports are then aged in oak vats and then mixed together to

Rosé port (porto rosado, pink port): the latest category. Is made by

achieve diverse styles of port before being bottled.

fermenting the grape must briefly and at a lower temperature. Usually

Sorts

used as a mixer.

The various styles of port are achieved by the method and duration of

Glass

ageing.

Chalice-shaped port glass.

Ruby: basic port, aged in wood for three years. Blend of diverse harvests

Port and cheese

from diverse vineyards. Drunk young.

Cheese and port are a classic combination, but only strong cheeses can

Late Bottled Vintage port (LBV): ruby port produced from one single

take the sweetness of the port. The marriage between blue cheese and port

harvest. Aged between four and six years in stainless steel or oak vats.

continues because the sweet, nutty nuances of the cheese go very well

May be bottled filtered and unfiltered. A port to lay down.

with the sweet port. That said, mature goat᾽s and Gouda cheeses are not

Crusted Port: ruby port, blend of two or three harvests which are aged

overwhelmed when confronted by the deep flavours of fruit, herbs, nuts and

for two years and bottled unfiltered. A port to lay down.

chocolate of a young and fruity or a good, aged port The Wyngaard goat᾽s

Vintage Port: is considered the ‘king᾽ of the ports. It is a ruby from one

cheeses share a pleasant sweetness and aromas of fruit and nuts, while the

harvest which is aged for between 16 and 33 months in large tanks

Reypenaer cheeses exchange aromas of butter, caramel and chocolate.

before being bottled. An interesting port to lay down.
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Tasted

Best
combination

Reypenaer VSOP
with Offley Reserva Forrester
Ripe fruit and sweet floral aromas
rise from the glass. Very balanced

Chèvre Gris with Osborne
Tawny 10 years old

on the tongue with a few raisins
to start with. Good tannins, a long
harmonious finish and above all,

Mild and elegant port with intense

packs of chocolate which take the

notes of walnut and cinnamon.

cheese to another level.

A vintage from a good year, bottled in 2005. The nose contains

Notes of raisins, honey and dried

Nevertheless, the port has enough

blackberries, lavender, anise and currants in particular, it is tender

apricot come to the fore when

freshness to maintain the balance.

and juicy on the tongue with a long silky finish which goes well

combined with the cheese. Again,

A handsome combination.

with the creamy structure of the cheese. Pleasant sweet aromas

the sweetness combines very well

of liquorice, caramel and chocolate are exchanged.

with the cheese.

Wyngaard Affiné with Osborne Vintage 2003

Chèvre Affiné with Lagrima Adriano
Ramos Pinto
This white port is the sweetest from the Ramos

Chèvre Affiné with Osborne white port

Pinto wine house at 136 grams of sugar per

Deliciously creamy port with a floral nose and intense

litre. Despite the sweetness, it is a complex port

fruity flavours with a good balance between the

full of exotic aromas and flavours. It smells of

sweet honey and the fine acids. The combination

honeysuckle, fruit blossom and fruit compote

with the cheese is wonderful: dazzling flavours of

and with the cheese it develops a scintillating

salt on sweet, fruit on cream and some sweet, dried

interaction of sweet flavours in which dates and

apricot at the end.

caramel play leading roles. Serve slightly chilled.
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Liqueur

“ Some combinations
turn the cheese into
a liquid dessert”
This Wynand Fockink cherry bonbon
liqueur really does taste like a cherry
bonbon, but when combined, it is the
Reypenaer VSOPʼs milk and cream in
particular, with a touch of chocolate,
which come to the fore.
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About

liqueur

Origin
Probably first made by monks in Spain and France as a medicinal drink.

Production

Sorts
Fruit liqueur: based on fruit and their skins. Examples: Apricot Brandy, Curaçao,
Cointreau, Grand Marnier, Limoncello, Passoa and Mandarine Napoleon.
Herbal or seed liqueur: based on herbs and seeds. Examples: Amaro, Chartreuse,
Benedictine, Marie Brisard, Jagermeister, Pastis, Sambuca and Elixir dʼAnvers.
Nut liqueur: based on nuts. Examples: Amaretto, Frangelico and Nocciola.
Bean liqueur: based on beans like coffee (Kahlua and Tia Maria) and cocoa
(Crème de cacao). Sheridanʼs is a mix of coffee and cocoa liqueur.

The principal elements are alcohol, sugar, flavourings and water.

Crème liqueurs: usually based on fruit or other flavourings. They contain a

Liqueurs can be made in three ways with these raw materials: infusion

minimum of 250 g of sugar per litre. Examples: Crème de cassis, Crème de

and maceration, percolation or distillation.

menthe.
Cream liqueur: based on cream and other flavourings. Examples: Baileys and

With infusion and maceration, the fruit or skins are soaked for months

Batitda de Coco.

in alcohol of at least 60%. When all the flavours and aromas have been

Whisky liqueurs: based on whisky. Examples: Drambuie and Southern Comfort.

absorbed, the alcohol is sieved, syrup is added, the alcohol content is
lowered to a level that can be consumed by the addition of water, it is

Glass

aged, it is sometimes filtered and then it is bottled.

Chalice or tulip-shaped liqueur or shot glass, or like a small brandy glass.

With percolation, alcohol drips through a layer of herbs or seeds or a

Liqueur and cheese

mixture of the two. This is repeated until the alcohol has absorbed all the

Fruit compote and confiture and olives and nuts are the usual trimmings for a

flavours. The remaining mass is distilled and mixed with the first extract

cheese board. They complement, accentuate or temper the cheese. Liqueurs play

and sugar syrup. After conditioning, the drink is filtered and bottled.

the same role. Liqueurs based on fruits, nuts and herbs support and connect the
fruity, nutty and herbal flavours of mature cheeses in particular. They temper

With distillation, the fruit, rind, herbs or seeds are placed on a grill up in

the fresh acids of mild cheeses and the sharp and salty flavours of blue cheeses.

the still. During distillation, the alcohol vapour absorbs the flavourings and

Some cream liqueurs turn the cheese into a liquid dessert. Compare the profile

a colourless, aromatic alcohol is collected. Sugar syrup is then added and

of the cheese with that of the preferred liqueur and look for the elements that

natural or artificial colourings. It is then conditioned, filtered and bottled.

connect them to make a good match. Or be adventurous and experiment with

Liqueurs must contain a minimum of 15% alcohol and at least 100 g

contrasting flavours.

sugar per litre.
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Tasted
Reypenaer with Wynand Fockink
Venkellikeur 28° (fennel liqueur)
First to make itself known is the liquorice-like

Chèvre Affiné with Wynand Fockink Hempje Licht Op
This liqueur was originally drunk in the 17th century to prevent
constipation on ships. The sailors on board wore long shirts
- hempjes - in those days, hence the name. The liqueur has a
purifying effect on the body and is made from oranges, liquorice,
fennel, cocoa and vanilla. The flavours are very prominent.
Notes of chocolate and cream in particular come to the fore
when combined with the cheese.

accent of the herbal liqueur, followed by the
vanilla and the nuttiness of the cheese and the
anise notes which support the flavour.

Reypenaer XO Reserve with Wynand
Fockink Vanillelikeur (vanilla liqueur)

Best
combination

Very special unfiltered liqueur made from
bourbon vanilla from Madagascar. The liqueur

Reypenaer VSOP with Wynand Fockink Kersenbonbonlikeur
(cherry bonbon liqueur)

reduces the sharpness of the cheese and
makes it softer and more accessible. Vanilla,

This liqueur really does taste like a cherry bonbon, but when combined,

oranges and chocolate make themselves

it is the cheeseʼs milk and cream in particular, with a touch of chocolate,

known.

which come to the fore.

Chèvre Gris with Wynand
Fockink Boterbabbelaar

Wyngaard Affiné with Wynand
Fockink Hempje Licht Op

This is the only cream liqueur from

Just like the Chèvre affine, sweet,

the Wynand Fockink range. It is a

creamy flavours come to the fore and

fluid sweet in which cream, a lot of

the butter and caramel notes of the

vanilla and caramel determine the

cheese are supported.

flavour. Caramel is also the common
element with the cheese.
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Madeira

“ A captivating companion”

Justinoʼs 10 year-old Verdelho is
a balanced Madeira with crackling
acids with sweet notes which include
walnuts and grapefruit peel. Spicy at
first with bitter-sweet flavours, very
complementary when combined with
the Wyngaard Chèvre Gris. This Madeira
also underlines the sweetness of the
cheese and provides a fruity undertone
containing some honey.
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About

Madeira

Styles
Most Madeiras are a mix of young and old wines. A five year-old
Madeira means that the youngest wine in the blend is five years-old.

Origin

Rainwater: populair Madeira in the US, blend of Tinta negra, light and

The Portuguese island of Madeira.

sweet.

Production

Finest: blend of Tinta negra, youngest wine is at least three years old.
Five-Years-Old Reserve: 155 Tinta plus the grape given on the label.

Fortified wine made from local blue grapes which are subjected to

The youngest wine is at least five years old.

the estufagem process, where the wine is heated for a long period to

Special reserve: blend, youngest wine is 10 years old.

oxidise it and develop the characteristic smoky, caramel-like flavour.

Extra Reserve: blend, youngest wine is 15 years old.

The best wines are then stored in oak vats in warehouses or even in
the open air where they are exposed to the warmth of the son for at

Madeira with year:

least two years. They are bottled after three years. These Canteiro

Solera: aged in a solera system. The year given is the start of the solera

wines can be left in the vat or in glass carboys for more than 20 years.

system.

The longer they mature, the deeper and more complex the flavours

Vintage/Frasqueira: from one harvest and one sort of grape. Aged for

and aromas.

at least twenty years in the vat.

Sorts

Harvest/Single Harvest: vintage, aged between five and ten years in
the vat.

The sort of grape and the amount of sweetness is an indication of

Colheita: vintage which is aged for between six and ten years in oak.

the differences in taste.

Single Cask madeira/Single Vineyard madeira: bottled from one single
VAT or from one single vineyard. Aged for at least ten years.

Tinta negra: the most frequently planted grape for the cheaper sorts
but also for blending. Mostly sweet.

Glass

Sercial (seco/dry) with the highest acidity.

Tulip-shaped pot glass.

Verdelho (melo seco/medium dry) with outspoken aromas of peaches.
Boal (melo doce/medium sweet), often with the pronounced aroma

Madeira and cheese

of coffee.

The taste of Madeira can vary from dry to sweet. from nutty to warmly

Malvasia (doce/sweet), the sweetest, with coffee, chocolate and

herbal to complex sweet but there is always a refreshing quality which

caramel flavours.

brings a surprising balance to combinations with all sorts of cheese.
Our mature Chèvre Gris is a captivating companion for various sorts of
madeira.
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Tasted

Chèvre Gris with 10 year-old Blandys Bual
Rich and intense nose with a bouquet of dried fruit containing figs and
plums and hints of almonds and oak, caramel and vanilla. Medium sweet
with a beautiful balance between coffee and dried apricot and caramelised
apple Long and pure finish with a refreshing acidity. It is a perfect match
with the cheese and brings its fruity and sweet character to the fore with
striking flavours of raisin, caramel and sharp apple syrup.

Reypenaer VSOP with 10 year-old Barbeito Sercial

Best
combination

Refreshing bouquet of lemon and orange marmalade with hints of
vanilla and dried apricots. Complex on the tongue with deep fruit
tones, orange peel, and roasted almonds and a pure fresh finish.

Chèvre Gris with Justino’s 10 year-old Verdelho

The Madeira gets the full, powerful flavour of the cheese open, adds

Nicely balanced Madeira with crackling acids, sweet,

fresh fruit notes and reinforces the nutty character.

walnut notes and dried orange and grapefruit peel. Spicy
at first with bitter-sweet flavours, very complementary
when combined with cheese. This Madeira underlines the
sweetness of the cheese and provides a fruity undertone

Chèvre Gris with 10 year-old Barbeito Malvasia

containing some honey and grape must.

This ten year old malvasia is remarkably fresh with aromas
of toffee and nuts, dried orange peel and hazelnut.
Chocolate, citrus and passion fruit sparkle on the tongue
and there are also some peach and nectarine notes. The
refreshing character of the Madeira combines well with the

Chèvre Gris with Blandys Sercial 5 years

cheese and gets the best out of the nutty notes of flavour

Lively and rich Madeira with hazelnut in the nose,

while encouraging a sweet hint of raisins.

dried apricot, fresh pear and almonds on the tongue
and a herbal finish in which minerals set the tone.
The Madeira reinforces the sweetness of the cheese,
sets honey, milk chocolate and caramel centre stage
but also accentuates the slightly salty character.
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Rum

“ Mandarin & soft
fudge”

Reypenaer with Summum rum, an
interesting rum from the Dominican
Republic. Soft and sweet nose. Slightly
smoky flavour, creamy, with notes of
sweet exotic fruit and chocolate. The
rum and the cheese are an exceptional
combination.
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About

rum

Origin
Caribbean.

Production

banana, lemon, mango, orange and starfruit.
Spiced rum: acquires its specific flavour from the addition of herbs
and spices.
Vintage rum or anejo: rum from a specific year.

Rum is distilled from sugar cane. On the Spanish and British

Overproof rum: the most overproof rum contains at least 70%

Antilles, sugar cane molasses are fermented and the product

alcohol, much higher than the usual 40%.

distilled, on the French Antilles, sugar cane juice.

AOC Martinique: the only rum with its own AOC is from Martinique.

Sorts

Glass

Rum is generally a blend of its various sorts.

Globular or tulip-shaped tumbler glass or chalice-like cognac glass.

White rum or light rum: little or no colour, slightly sweet.
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Flavoured rum: rum to which fruit flavours have been added like

Brown rum or golden rum: amber-coloured rum, aged in oak

Rum and cheese

barrels, is stronger and has more flavour than white rum.

Dark rum and cheese were born for each other. This rum has a

Dark rum: aged in charred oak barrels, has a broad palette of

complex series of flavours and aromas on top of tropical fruit,

flavour with hint of herbs, caramel and molasses. Caramel is

charred oak, vanilla, citrus, cocoa and spices which combine

sometimes added to accentuate the colour.

extremely well with mature cheeses. They raise the warm

Aged rum or Premium rum: outspoken flavour and character.

caramel and nutty flavours of these cheeses to a higher level.
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Tasted
Chèvre Affiné with Don Papa rum

Reypenaer VSOP withZacapa 23
Zacapa 23 years old from Guatemala is an extremely complex, soft and
sweet rum containing cocoa, candied orange peel, almonds, dried plums
and cinnamon. The notes of chocolate in the cheese and the cocoa in the
rum combine remarkably well with a hint of candied orange peel.

Light and fruity rum from the Philippines with citrus, vanilla, candied fruit and caramel in the

Wyngaard Affiné with El Dorado Rum

nose and on the tongue. Long and rich finish. When combined with the cheese, it is the sweet

Full-bodied and robust rum from Cayenne in Guyana. Not too

fruity aromas in particular which join forces, with mandarin as a surprising flavour match and

sweet, dominated by herbs and botanicals with notes of vanilla,

even some caramel (soft fudge).

hazelnut and citrus. Perfect combination with the cheese in which

Reypenaer XO Reserve with Zacapa XO
Both the cheese and this exceptional old rum are

hazelnut and butter take the high ground.

extremely complex. The rum smells of brown sugar,

Reypenaer XO Reserve with 25 year-old Ultimatum Summum

molasses, cedar, tobacco, chocolate and butter.

This rum is made up of different sorts of rum from 14 different distilleries

Conspicuous sweet notes of caramel, toffee and

from Guyana and a number of islands including Trinidad, Barbados and

brown sugar on the tongue and the smoky vanilla of

Jamaica. The aroma is as fruity as it is spicy, with notes of cocoa, coffee,

medium charred casks and some aromatic tobacco.

plums and apricots and also a little resin. Very complex on the palette with

Sweet toffee, brown sugar and vanilla in particular

coffee, cocoa and sweet fruit again and a long and warm finish. The rum

are picked up in combination with the cheese with a

picks up the taste of the cheese well, caramel, vanilla, cocoa... as if they

hint of toast.

were made for each other.

Best
combination

Reypenaer with Summum rum

Reypenaer VSOP Rum J.M. Calvados Barrel
This is a surprising rum which has matured for eight years in

Interesting rum from the Dominican Republic that has matured for 12 years

bourbon barrels before it is further matured in calvados casks

in bourbon casks via a solera system and then in Scottish single malt barrels

which lend it a surprising aroma of cider and apple cake and

from the Ben Nevis distillery. Soft and sweet nose containing malt, toast,

notes of butter and vanilla. The combination with the cheese

vanilla and oak. Creamy, slightly smoky flavour with notes of exotic fruit,

is quite sharp at first but more harmony soon follows with

raisins, almonds and, again, some vanilla and oak from the whiskey barrels.

chocolate in particular as a common factor. The cheese opens

The rum and the cheese is an exceptional combination. The nutty tones in

out again at the end.

particular make themselves known at first, followed by vanilla before the
caramel-like character of the cheese returns.
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Whisky

“ The peat provides
the campfire”

Reypenaer XO Reserve with 16 yearold Lagavulin Single malt whisky
with a huge reputation and a supple
but strong warming flavour. The
salty flavour of seaweed goes well
with the very mature cheese, the
lemon marmalade with the caramel,
and the ʽcamp fireʼ, the characteristic
peat accent of this whisky.
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About

whisky

Origin

Rye whiskey: American whisky made from at least 51% rye.

Originally: Ireland and Scotland.

Corn whiskey: American whisky distilled from a fermented mash of

Production

Canadese whisky: distilled from rye, barley, wheat or corn. Aged for

Whisky is distilled from fermented malted barley and boiled cereals

at least three years. Usually blended.

like wheat, rye and corn. Malt whisky is made exclusively from malted

Japanse whisky: comparable with Scotch whisky. Blends are always

barley. All Scotch whisky is distilled twice.

from one distillery.

Ageing
At least three years in oak casks.

Sorts
Blended whisky: a mix of different sorts of whisky, including malt and

Europese whisky: whiskies are stoked all over Europe, mainly in the
Scotch style.

Glass
Tulip-shaped glass.

cereal whiskies of diverse ages from different distilleries.

Whisky and cheese

Blended malt whisky: only made from malted whisky. Consists of a mix

Whisky and cheese were meant to be together. Whiskies have

of two or more malt whiskies from several distilleries.

aromas which we also smell in cheese: fruity and flowery, nutty and

Single malt: malt whisky from just one distillery.

woody, and spicy. The sort of cask in which the whisky has aged is

Single cask of single barrel whisky: whisky bottled from one cask only.

important for the flavour. The general rule is, light whisky with hard

Whisky in the world
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at least 80% corn.

cheese and sturdier whisky with creamy cheese. Itʼs a question of
finding a perfect balance between the texture, the aromas and the

Whiskey: Irish whisky is distilled three times. Softer flavour.

depth of flavour. Creamy cheeses generally soften the alcohol and

Bourbon: American whisky, mainly made from corn with barley malt,

the spiciness of the whisky, while the whisky accentuates the

wheat and rye. Is distilled twice and aged at least two years in very

creaminess and smoothness of the cheese. Smokey whiskies pick up

charred oak casks.

the nutty accents of cheeses.

Tennessee whiskey: Whisky from the American state of Tennessee.

Whisky and bourbons with accents of honey, fruit and nuts generally

Made in the same way as bourbon but it is filtered through a three

go well with mature goatʼs cheeses, while spicy and smoky whiskies

meter layer of charcoal made from the sugar maple before it is aged.

combine well with mature Gouda cheeses like Reypenaer.
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Tasted

Best
combination

The nose is dominated by smoke accents

Fruity whisky with sweet aromas

with some salty notes of seaweed and a

of almonds, marzipan, oranges and

fruity accent of apple peel. The flavour is

poached peer. Full and sweet flavour

intense with peppery, smoky notes, malty

containing coffee beans, a little

sweet but also sharp with a long finish in

mandarin and ginger and marzipan

which sweet malt and barley set the tone.

Reypenaer X0 Reserve with 16 year-old
Lagavulin

Reypenaer with Bulleit
Bourbon

Single malt whisky with a huge reputation and a

American bourbon with a

with a long and dry spicy finish. The

The nutty tones in the cheese in particular

supple but strong warming flavour. The salty flavour

nose of cherry, tobacco and

fruity notes in the whisky reinforce

are accentuated with almond and hazelnut

of seaweed goes well with the salt of the cheese, the

spices, soft and sweet in

the fruity accent in the cheese with

when combined with the whisky. The notes

lime marmalade with the caramel, and the ʽcamp fireʼ,

the mouth with caramel,

mandarin, marzipan and poached

of smoke sparkle throughout.

the burnt peat accent that is so typical for whiskies

vanilla, sandalwood,

pear as binding elements of flavour.

from the island of Islay, provides a kick to the creamy

tobacco, fruit paste and

flavours in the cheese.

some cinnamon notes in
the finish. In the pairing

Reypenaer XO Reserve with Jack Daniels Tennessee Whiskey

with cheese, we discover

A powerful whisky with a powerful cheese. Together they make a wonderful

remarkable sweet notes of

combination. The aromas of nuts and burnt sugar and the slightly smoky

fruit paste and caramel but

notes in the whisky, combined with the soft, sweet flavour in which nuts,

Jim Beam is the largest bourbon producer in Kentucky. All Jim

also a tremendous fusion

caramel and pastry cream dominate, find their equal in the cheese. The two

Beam whiskies are distilled twice and are aged for at least four

of the salt in the cheese

complement and reinforce each other perfectly.

years in new, thoroughly charred casks of American hardwood.

and the minerals in the

This provides the characteristic nose of vanilla and caramel and

bourbon.

Reypenaer with Jim Beam Bourbon

The finish is long and pure. This bourbon gives the one year-old

Chèvre Gris with 12 year-old
Cardhu

Reypenaer VSOP with Buffalo Trace
Kentucky Straight Bourbon Whiskey

Reypenaer added value by thoroughly accentuating the fruity

Charming whisky with remarkable

This is one of the finest bourbons on the

and vanilla character of the cheese.

sweet aromas of pear, heather, and

market. It has a complex aroma of vanilla,

oak with sweet nutty notes on the

caramel, roasted nuts and spices. The flavour

tongue complemented by hints of

is sweet with hints of vanilla, toffee, anise

peach, Reine Claude plums, honey, oak

and candied fruit with a long an creamy

This 12 year-old Lowland Single malt is a whisky with a fresh and light

and peated malt. The flavour of smoke

finish. It matches the cheese perfectly: the

character. It smells like fresh cereals and sweet, slightly smoked malt,

accompanies the long finish. The

aromas and flavours of caramel, nuts and

with a sweet note of acacia and honey. It begins fruity with hints of

combination with cheese produces a

toffee combine wonderfully making an

stewed fruit, Madeira and green apple with, in the finish, light creamy

striking fusion of plums, sweet peach,

alcoholic dessert of the whisky and cheese.

notes of cereals and some citrus. The whisky picks up the fruit notes

walnuts and sweet malt from the

from the cheese and accentuates the salt and vanilla notes while the

whisky with the walnuts and caramel

cheese softens and rounds off the whisky.

in the cheese.

light caramel and vanilla flavours with a light wooden accent.

Wyngaard Affiné 12 year-old with Glenkinchie
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Reypenaer with 12 year-old
Glen Elgin

Reypenaer VSOP with 10 year-old
Talisker 10
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Cognac
“ Ample opportunity for
these ripe flavours”

The panel of tasters commends the
combination of Wyngaard Chèvre Gris
and Remy Martin VSOP: ʽCombined with
goatʼs cheese, the Cognac picks up the
fruit notes and the wood tones of the
cheese.ʼ The Cognac starts powerfully
on the tongue with ripe fruit aromas.
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About

Cognac

Origin

The finest. Grande Champagne and Petite Champagne:
soft and mild with lots of bouquet.
Petite Champagne is a combination of at least 50% Grande
Champagne with Petite Champagne.
The strongest. Borderies: warm flavour and strong aroma.
Fins Bois: strong aroma and flavour.
The most fiery. Bons Bois: strong and fiery.

The wine growing region of Charentes around the French

Armagnac. Comparable?

city of Cognac.

Armagnac is made more or less in the same way from white

Production

wine as Cognac. Just one sort of grape is used for Cognac
however, while four different sorts are used for Armagnac, and

Cognac is distilled from white wine and must contain at

while Cognac is distilled twice, for Armagnac is that just once.

least 40% alcohol.

Cognac is north of Bordeaux, Armagnac is in Gascogne, south of

Ageing
At least two years in oak casks.

Sorts

Bordeaux. The ground is also different, it is chalkier in Cognac
and sandier in Armagnac. Armagnac is a mix of new and old
distillates and is divided into various categories of age. It is
sold as a vintage however, with distillates from the same year.

Cognac is always a mix of young and old distillates.

Glass

The particular sort is determined by the age of the least

Tulip-shaped with a narrow neck.

mature distillate.
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Quality

Cognac and cheese

VS (Very Special): aged for at least two years.

The cheese᾽s saltiness is softened by the Cognac᾽s sweetness

VSOP (Very Special Old Pale): aged for at least four years.

which in turn reinforces the fruity tones in the cheese. Cheeses

XO: aged for at least six years.

which have only been ripened for a short time generally go well

Extra, Hors dʼages and Napoleon are names for older

with VS Cognac , while VSOP and XO Cognac go best with very

cognacs.

mature cheeses.
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Tasted

Best
combination

Reypenaer XO Réserve with Remy Martin XO
Very complex Cognac put together from Cognac from about 400 different
casks. Aromas of summer fruit with floral notes of white flowers like
jasmine. The ripe flavour of juicy plums and candied oranges in particular

Wyngaard Chèvre Gris with Remy Martin VSOP

take centre stage, complemented by hazelnut, honey, vanilla, bitter
chocolate and, at the end, resin. The nutty notes in particular take centre

Cognac with striking aromas of vanilla, ripe apricot, baked apple

stage in combination with the cheese. Itʼs like an alcoholic walnut tart, in

and an elegant floral note. On the tongue, it starts powerfully

which the sweet fruit tones of plum and orange and the bitter chocolate

with aromas of rope fruit and a little bit of liquorice. The flavour

also play a role.

is very strong but elegant. Combined with goat᾽s cheese, the
Cognac picks up the fruit notes and the wood tones.

Reypenaer with Remy Martin 1738

Wyngaard Affiné with Remy Martin 1738
This Cognac is a good partner for all Wyngaard and Reypenaer cheeses, including this

Combined with the one year-old Reypenaer, the Cognac first picks up the cheeseʼs

mature Gouda, which goes well with the Cognac᾽s creamy flavours. The buttery and

vanilla notes, then the sweet flavours of butterscotch and chocolate fuse with the

slightly salty accent of the cheese maintains in place.

cheese without overwhelming it. The alcohol is strong but doesn’t dominate. An
excellent combination.

Wyngaard Chèvre Gris with Remy Martin 1738

Reypenaer VSOP with Armagnac Marie Duffau XO
Marie Duffau XO is an 1er Cru Armagnac which has been aged for eight years

Very delicate but very soft and light, sweet old cognac with

in oak casks. The long ageing process produces the rich fruit aromas like baked

plum and fig confiture aromas and intense flavours of coffee

apple, apricot, stewed plum and some citrus with a hint of vanilla. Warm

and toast and a slight saltiness. Round on the tongue with

and sweet on the tongue where honey and vanilla flirt with the fine spices.

butterscotch and roasted spice flavours and some dark

Excellent in combination with the cheese where, in particular, the grass and

chocolate. The creamy flavour of the Cognac and the sweet

wood notes, the caramel and hazelnut are emphasized.

fruit aromas go well with the butter and cream of the cheese.
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Gin

“ Unexpected and
definitely surprising”

Wyngaard Chèvre Affiné with Bombay
Sapphire. This gin is based on ʽ10
botanicalsʼ including juniper berries,
coriander, liquorice, and almonds.
Slightly sweet nose with delicate juniper
berries and citrus aromas. Fresh and
pure on the tongue with an elegant
finish. The fresh accents of citrus and
herbs combine well with the fruity
and salty flavours of the cheese.
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About

gin

Best
combination

Tasted

Origin

Chèvre Affiné with Bombay Sapphire

England.

This iconic gin is based on 10 botanicals including juniper berries, lemon,

Production

angelica, iris root, coriander, liquorice, cassia bark and almonds. Slightly
sweet nose with delicate juniper berries, herbs and citrus aromas. Fresh

Gin is distilled from a fermented cereal mash and acquires its

and pure on the tongue with an elegant finish. The fresh accents of citrus

specific flavour from the addition of juniper berries.

and herbs combine well with the fruity and salty flavours of the cheese,

Sorts

taking it to a higher level for a moment before the gin returns in the finish.

London Dry gin: classic dry, fresh and clear gin which tastes
of juniper berries.
Plymouth gin: exclusively made in the English city of

Wyngaard Affiné with Nolet’s dry gin

Plymouth. Very fruity and aromatic.

Noletʼs dry gin is made by the oldest jenever distillery in the Netherlands. The gin is

New Western gin of New generation gin: the new sorts of

floral and fruity and acquires its flavours from juniper berries, lime, iris root, liquorice,

contemporary gins to which various flavourings (botanticals)

white peaches and Turkish roses. The rose aroma is noticeably present, followed by

have been added, like herbs, spices, flowers, vegetables and

peaches and blackberries. This full and round six month-old Gouda holds its own

fruit. Juniper berries are less dominant.

against the high alcohol content of 48%. The gin’s fruity and floral aromas are fairly

Glass
Long drink glass, tumbler or water glass, globular glass with

creamy and combine well with the creamy character of the cheese.

Chèvre Gris with 10 year-old
Tanqueray gin

Chèvre Gris with Rutte Celery gin

Complex gin with notes of juniper,

eucalyptus and coriander with a hint of freshly cut

Gin and cheese are not an obvious combination. Gins where

liquorice, coriander, chamomile and

celery and flat parsley. Celery, flat parsley, lime and

juniper and botanicals are dominant can overwhelm a cheese

freshly cut citrus fruits (oranges, limes

freshly ground pepper play dazzling roles. Nutty

so a gin with a slightly sweet flavour with subtle floral and

and grapefruit). The slightly sour notes

tones of cashew and sesame become apparent in

fruity notes is preferable. These combine well with the fruity

of the cheese go well with the limes and

the finish. The celery element in the gin combines

sweetness and the fresh, sour and salty tones of mature

the grapefruit of the gin and the hint of

very well with the cheese. It refreshes it and

cheeses like Wyngaardʼs ripened goat’s cheeses. When

liquorice.

emphasizes the salty elements. The nutty notes in

foot.

Gin and cheese

combining with cheese, drink the gin with a block of ice if

This is a refreshing gin with pure aromas of lime,

both the cheese and gin reinforce each other.

required but without any mixers and definitely no tonic.
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Jenever
“ Fresh wood, and
soft on the tongue”

The panel was unanimous: Reypenaer
VSOP with six year-old Bols Korenwijn
was the best combination of cheese
and jenever. The korenwijn has a very
expressive, herbal aroma and a complex,
soft, vanilla-like flavour. The jenever
picks up the caramel flavour of the
cheese perfectly.
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About

jenever

Origin

Sorts

Belgium, the Netherlands.

Jonge jenever or unaged jenever contains a maximum

Origin of the name

of 15% moutwijn.
Oude jenever or aged jenever contains a minimum of

Jenever has its own Appelation dʼorigine controlée. In

15% moutwijn.

concrete terms, it means that drink with the name jenever,

Korenwijn contains a minimum of 51% moutwijn.

genièvre or genever (sometimes Anglicized as geneva)

Graanjenever is jonge or oude jenever from which

can only be produced in Belgium, the Netherlands, France

100% of the alcohol comes from cereals.

(Nord Calais and Pas de Calais)and Germany (North RhineWestphalia and Lower Saxony).

Production

Glass
Tulip-shaped spirit glass.

Jonge (unaged) and oude (aged) jenever are distilled from,

Jenever and cheese

among other things, molasses of sugar beet and potatoes.

The botanical and fruity character of jenever goes well

Graanjenever is distilled from cereals (rye, wheat, barley

with fruity and creamy flavours of cheese. soft and

and corn).

slightly sweet jenevers are ideal for accentuating the

Moutwijn or korenbrandewijn is made from germinated

sweet caramel notes of mature Wyngaard and Reypenaer.

barley (malt) to which wheat and corn are added or rye,
which is then distilled three times. Juniper berries or other
herbs and spices are also added. The distillate of the malt
is mixed with jenever to give it its specific flavour.
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Best
combination

Tasted

Wyngaard Affiné with Nolet Ketel 1 graanjenever (cereal jenever)
The sweet, full-bodied flavour of the cheese and the sweet fruit notes of the
jenever are very complementary and form the perfect ʽcheese and drinkʼ snack.

Chèvre Affiné met Wynand Fockink Korenwijn

Reypenaer VSOP with six year-old Bols korenwijn

This sweet and soft korenwijn has the aroma of sweet liquorice,
cinnamon and apples and notes of caraway seed, fennel seed,

The distillate is aged for six years and conditioned in two sorts of cask: French oak casks

wormwood, vanilla and raisins. The finish is herbal. When combined

from the Limousin region and American oak bourbon casks. This lends the korenwijn a

with the cheese, the notes of freshly baked bread, brioche, wood,

very expressive, botanical aroma and a complex soft, sweet and vanilla-like flavour. The

hazelnut, sour cream and buttermilk make themselves known.

jenever picks the caramel flavour of the cheese up perfectly.

Reypenaer XO with four year-old Bols korenwijn

Chèvre Gris met Nolet Ketel 1 graanjenever

Chèvre Gris met Wynand
Fockink Superior

A four year-old conditioned korenwijn with hay and fresh wood
aromas, soft on the tongue with vanilla, almond, caramel and
malt flavours but not as sweet as the six year-old. The caramel,

This jenever is aged for at least three

wood, chocolate and malt come to the fore when combined with

This is an unaged, crystal-clear jenever with mild

years in casks of American oak. The

the cheese, with a slight aftertaste of blue cheese.

fruit aromas of apple, fresh and poached pears and

aroma and flavour of juniper berries

spices like cloves and star anise. Slightly sweet on the

are well integrated in both the nose

tongue with a hint of poached pear, roasted apple

and on the palette, complemented

and Brazil nuts. The finish is sweet. This jenever

with a slightly malty, warm flavour.

Reypenaer with one year-old Wynand Fockink oude rogge jenever
(aged rye jenever)

accentuates above all the caramel and nut flavours.

The jenever takes up the cheeseʼs

The rye gives the jenever a heavier, slightly sweet flavour. The nose contains rye

caramel and vanilla flavour, ensuring

and juniper berries and a fresh citrusy accent. Grassy and creamy on the tongue

an intense experience.

with a slightly sweet trace of apple and some liquorice in the finish. The jenever
takes the woody accent of the cheese up well and gives it freshness.

Reypenaer with Rutte Old Simon graanjenever (cereal jenever)
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This special jenever is made to a 19th century recipe and has a complex pattern of

Reypenaer with Nolet Ketel1 Matuur (aged jenever)

aroma and flavour. The nose contains aromas of freshly baked bread, baked apple,

The core of this jenever is a blend of grand distillates and aged cereal eau-de-vie,

black pepper, juniper berries, coriander, cinnamon and roasted hazelnut. Soft and

brought up to flavour with juniper berries and botanicals. The blend is aged in oak

slightly sweet on the tongue with again, freshly baked bread, and pineapple, dried

casks until all the flavours have fully developed. The flavour is silky with anise,

apple, rosemary and cinnamon and a fine nutty finish. This jenever accentuates the

lime and vanilla tones but also walnut, wood and caramel. These go well together

vanilla, caramel and nut flavours of the cheese deliciously.

with the fruit and nut flavours of the cheese, as if they were made for each other.
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Vodka

“ A touch of honey
& anise”

On the hatch door is the winning cheese
and vodka combination, Wyngaard Chèvre
Affiné with Ketel One vodka. The vodka
has a remarkable citrus nose and a hint of
honey, pepper and raw fennel. The slightly
sweet flavours of the cheese go very well
with the honey flavour of the vodka and
the anchovy-like fennel flavour.
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Tasted

About vodka
Origin
Russia and Poland.

Best
combination

Production

Chèvre Affiné with Ketel One vodka

Vodka is distilled from cereals (wheat, barley, rye and corn) or

Dutch vodka with a remarkable citrus nose

potatoes of sugar beet. The drink is filtered through activated

and a hint of honey, pepper and raw fennel.

charcoal.

The slightly sweet and creamy flavours of

Wyngaard Affiné with
Stolychnaia

the cheese go very well with the hint of

This Russian vodka is distilled four

honey in the vodka and the anchovy-like

times which lends it its pure and

fennel flavour.

soft flavour. The nose contains

Sorts
Vodka has a relatively neutral flavour which can vary from soft
and pure to quite sharp. Various natural or artificial flavours and

minerals and mild fruit aromas

aromas of fruit or herbs and spices can be added to give the drink

and it is soft and slightly sweet

direction. Bison grass, an aromatic sorts of grass which grows in a

on the tongue with hints of icing

Polish nature conservation area, is one of the best known natural

Reypenaer with Zubrowka

aromatics and it is used to perfume Zubrovka vodka.

There is a stalk of bison grass

pepper. The vodka refreshes the

in every bottle of this Polish

cheese and peps the salty and

vodka. The grass perfumes the

fruity flavours.

Glass
Long drink, tumbler or shot glass.

Vodka and cheese

sugar, citrus rind and some fresh

pure vodka with aromas of
vanilla, almond, and coconut.
The sweet and creamy flavours

Chèvre Gris with Belvedere vodka

Soft vodkas with slightly sweet, creamy flavours in which hints

are followed by the aromas of

Full-bodied and round Polish vodka with a

of citrus, anise, vanilla or nuts go very well with the fruity and

cut grass and anise with a subtle

subtle vanilla aroma and a rich, silky texture

nutty aromas of mature cheeses. They also reinforce the cheesesʼ

hint of oak in the finish. Vodka

with hints of almonds and cream in the finish.

creamy structure.

and cheese form an interesting

In this combination, the vodka and cheese

combination with an interesting

reinforce each other: the vodka picks up the

aromatic exchange of grass,

cheeseʼs minerals and cream and caramel

anise, wood and coconut.

notes, while the cheese emphasizes the
creamy character of the vodka.
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“ Looking for the
balance of the
fine acids”

Mustard

142

Maille mustard and any Reypenaer cheese make
for an outstanding duo. Mustardʼs characteristic
sharpness matches an outspoken cheese perfectly.
Mustards with a savoury flavour bring a powerful
slightly acid balance to the rich, buttery flavour of
mature cheeses. Sweet mustard can pep up the
flavour of a well ripened cheese by accentuating the
contrast between the sweet and the salt. A herbal
mustard reinforces the herbal and grassy notes of
a mature cheese and truffle mustard highlights the
nutty character of Reypenaer.
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About

mustard

Origin

German Mustard: a range from slightly sweet to hot.

Historical origin: Greeks and Romans.

Bayerischer Senf or Weisswurstsenf: is the classic mustard

Production

for sausage.
English mustard: fine, spicy, yellow mustard. Light flavour.

Mustard is made by moistening brown seeds. The seeds are

American mustard: yellow mustard with a mild, sweet flavour.

then cracked without being crushed. This paste is mixed with

The orange-yellow colour comes from turmeric.

juice to create texture. Other flavours like honey, herbs and
spices are also often added to lend the mustard a slightly

Mustard and cheese

different flavour. The flavour is also partly determined by the

Mustard and cheese are a match made in heaven! Mustardʼs

colour of the seeds. White mustard seeds have a soft flavour,

characteristic sharpness matches an outspoken cheese perfectly.

brown have a stronger flavour and black seeds have the

Mustards with a savoury flavour bring a powerful slightly acid

sharpest flavour: the Dijon one. The way the mustard is made

balance to the rich, buttery flavour of mature cheeses.

has an effect on the flavour.

Sweet mustard can pep up the flavour of a well ripened cheese

Sorts

by accentuating the sweet and the salt, a more herbal mustard
reinforces the herbal and grassy notes of an ordinary mature

The different sorts of mustard seed mean that hundreds of

cheese and a truffle mustard highlights the nutty character of

variations are possible, but these are the most well-known

older cheeses.

mustards:
For this tasting, we used three day-old, fresh mustard from the
Dijon mustard: black mustard seeds are soaked in water until

French house of Maille (anno 1747) in Dijon. Mustard freshly

they swell up and their seed cases burst. The cases are then

served from the pump has a fresher character than aged mustard

removed by sieving, after which the seeds are finely chopped

and some of these mustards are seasonal. Maille Chablis mustard

with unfermented grape juice (must) to form a smooth paste.

with black truffle is only available in the fall and winter when

Bordeaux mustard: dark brown, fine, hot mustard made with

the black truffle is harvested. This mustard has a full intensity

the addition of grape must.

of flavour, combining the Provence regionʼs finest black winter

Moutarde de Meaux: brand name of one company: mildly hot

truffles and Burgundyʼs famous Chablis white wine.

mustard made with coarsely ground seeds and vinegar.
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Tasted
Chèvre Affiné with Maille rosemary mustard with honey

Best
combination

Reypenaer VSOP with Maille truffle mustard
The mustard has an intense truffle flavour which
emphasizes the nutty and sweet flavour of the cheese.
The truffle flavour of the mustard goes well at the end
with the butter flavour of the cheese.

This mustard is a perfect combination of the sweetness from the

Reypenaer with Maille Chablis mustard

rosemary honey (based on the nectar of rosemary flowers) and

The Chablis mustard is hotter. The sharpness

the sharpness of the mustard. The honey is reinforced by the

demolishes the flavour of the cheese completely

sweetness of the cheese, rosemary is present but remains nicely in

at first but then the pepperiness disappears and

the background. A good sweet and sour, sweet-hot combination.

the cream of the cheese resurfaces.

Wijngaard Affiné with Maille wine mustard Dijon Originale

Reypenaer with Maille rosemary mustard

This hot mustard is made according to a 270 year-old recipe. The combination

The rosemary mustard brings the vanilla and also the sweetness of

with the cheese starts sharply but that is soon gone so that the buttery

the cheese more to the fore so that the cheese is more like a sweet.

flavours of the cheese can be fully experienced. This is an outstanding
combination for a snack.

Chèvre Gris with Maille Chardonnay
cereal mustard
A hint of Chardonnay is added to this cereal

Chèvre Gris with Maille Chablis mustard
The elegant sweet fruity and mineral character of the
Chablis wine softens the sharpness of the mustard.
The cheese isnʼt dominated by the mustard and its
buttery character expresses itself well.

mustard. The floral wine toys with the floral
flavours of the cheese. The hot mustard seeds
and the fresh sourness of the vinegar reinforce

Reypenaer XO Reserve with Maille rosemary honey mustard

the sweetness of the cheese and the salty

A perfect combination: mildly hot at the start before turning sweet. The

notes.

mustard has more of a supporting role and even the honey and the
caramel notes of the cheese are accentuated.
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Mindmaps:
Combine

cheeses
at a glance
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This book has been published to celebrate
the founding of Wijngaard Kaas eighty years
ago. It tells the story of the Van den Wijngaard
family, who have specialised in ripening
cheese with exceptional dedication for three
generations. And not just cheese, but the
most delicious cheeses in the Netherlands,
ripened under the unique conditions of a
historic warehouse.

and wine, jenever (Dutch gin), whisky, rum, port,
sherry and Madeira, and as a finishing touch,
a remarkable range of fresh mustards. Writing
the book was a remarkable search for the best
combinations of Reypenaer and Wyngaard with
an extensive variety of drinks which you can
try at home. Your cheeseboard will be more
impressive than it’s ever been before.

It is also a unique book about tastings in
which the Reypenaer and Wyngaard cheeses
are paired with different drinks, including beer
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